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Director’s Profile: Zhou Hao
Began making documentaries in 2001. His first documentary film - Hou Jie Township - achieved
great success. It won the Black Pottery Award (Best New Professional Reward) at the Yunnan
Multi Culture Visual Festival.
His second documentary, Senior Year, appeared in 2005.

Reception

The Function of Voice-Over

Achieved the Humanitarian Award for Best
Documentary at the Hong Kong International Film Festival 2006. The jury pointed
out that this film investigates the problems of
general high school education in China, and
encourages audiences to consider the study
mode with more humanity”1

In Senior Year, the director uses a voice
over in connection with one of the girls in the
class, Lin Jia Yan. The content of the voice
over comes from Lin’s diary. In an interview
Zhou Hao explained the reason why he
chose Lin to do the voice over. In Senior
Year he spent a lot of time shooting
students whose performance was not excellent, and he needed one good student to
provide some balance in the film.4

To be elected by the International Documentary Festival Amsterdam (IDFA) 2006 and
Taiwan International Documentary festival
2006 and etc.
Played on CCTV several times
Zhou Hao has mentioned in an interview that
he does not consider Senior Year a great
film.2 This may be because his intention in
making this film was to prove his ability to his
boss and colleagues in the Southern
Weekly.3

The voice over is one important aspect of
this documentary and helps to show the
senior students’ state of mind. It is the most
direct way of showing how they feel and
think. Zhou didn’t disturb Lin’s process of
keeping her diary as he didn’t want to lose
the purity of the record of Lin’s deep feelings. Therefore, he asked Lin to record her
diary after she finished the exam.5

Audiences’ Responses to the Voice-Over
Some may feel that using one of the characters in the documentary to make the voice over is
strange. Although the voice over is the content of her diary, it is quite odd to hear her monologue
and it may cause some fake feelings. However some people may think the voice over can represent and show her true feelings. And it is more genuine and persuasive to have her read her
diary aloud.

1. Zhou Hao, 2007, Ren Cun, Gaosan: Women Zhe Yi Dai De Panni Yu Shuncong, Southern Daily Publishing Guangzhou, Back-cover.
2-5. Liu Jie, 2007, “Senior Year” documentary: Jilu Gaokao Yong ChengZhang Zao Ju – Interview with the documentary director Zhou Hao”, People,
http://media.people.com.cn/BIG5/40628/5839244.html.

Opportunities Available to Hong Kong Students and Mainland Students
Although not all secondary school pupils in Hong Kong can become university
students, they do have many opportunities for further study: higher diploma, associate degree, and study abroad. The Hong Kong government provides education and
career information to the public on edcity. Therefore, secondary school pupils have
some understanding and information relevant to their future planning. Poor pupils
can also receive the government’s financial support to continue their studies. In
Mainland China, pupils’ point of view on the opportunities for study is different from
that of Hong Kong pupils. The film emphasizes the difficulty pupils face in China.
Pupils in China think that the entrance exam is the only way to advance to university; otherwise, they can’t change their lives. We come to understand their thoughts
through the communication with students and parents in this documentary.
Besides, the parents don’t want their children to follow in their footsteps, to become
a farmer, for example. In the film, one of the parents says “Don’t live a life like us.
Farming is tough. You should study seriously. Get into university so that you can live
a better life, better than us.” The film shows the importance of the entrance exam.
It states that there is only a 25% chance of advancing to University.

The Acceptance of the Film in China
Since the Chinese government imposes censorship on mass media in China and
does not allow for the discussion of sensitive information the government becomes
the main source of knowledge and information. Chinese documentaries with very
sensitive content are banned. The Chinese government approved Senior Year
because the film is not very critical of the government and its viewpoint tends to be
neutral unlike that of many ‘underground’ Chinese documentaries. The film brings
different perspectives to Chinese people, and focuses on education policy, pupils’
attitudes towards their studies and parents’ attitudes towards the teachers. This in
turn allows viewers to reflect on themselves and those issues and to cultivate their
understanding of, and interest in documentary films. Therefore the film also fosters
the development of documentary filmmaking in the country.

Discussion
Based on the film, what are the differences between secondary school pupils in China and
Hong Kong in terms of their attitudes towards their lives?
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俏⑥ᆮ⭕㠽ѣുޝ൦ᆮ⭕Ⲻₕᴹ
㑧ֵਠᴿቇᮮ俏⑥ᆮ⭕㜳ॽ䆶ᵢ൦ཝᆮᆮփ䃨ぁ，ռԌهҕਥᗔуੂⲺ䙊ᗇ㒲㓂ॽᆮ，ׁྸቧ
䆶儎㍐ᮽះ䃨ぁ、ࢥᆮ༡䃨ぁ，⭐㠩ਥࡦ⎭ཌॽᆮ。俏⑥᭵ᓒᴪ᯲㏨丷ɇ俏⑥ᮏ㛨คɈ⛰ᆮ⭕
ᨆבཝ䠅Ⲻॽᆮቧᾣ䋽䁀֒৹㘹，ֵੂᆮه㜳ᧂᨗᴪཐⲺ䋽ᯏ䃃䆎，ᴿࣟԌه䀾ࢹ㠠ᐧⲺ
ᵠּ䐥ੇ。ਜཌ，俏⑥᭵ᓒӜᴹᨆבᆮ䋱䋽ٕࣟ䋮䀾ࢹ，ᒡּࣟ㠩ք᭬ޛᇬᓣⲺᆮ⭕᭥Ԏ儎
Ⲻᆮ䋱，᭥ᤷԌه㒲㓂ᆮᾣ。
ਃ，ޝ൦ᆮ⭕ቃᆮ㘈ⲺₕᴹᡶᤷⲺ䀈ᓜ㠽俏⑥ᆮ⭕ᴿᖾཝᐤ࡛。ޝ൦ᆮ⭕㿌䙐䚄儎㘹⛰Ԍه
䙨ޛཝᆮⲺж䙊ᗇќъ㯿↚ਥ᭯䇀Ԍ⭕Ⲻه⍱ળ䚁。൞Ʌ儎пɆж⡽ѣ，䙅䚄ቄ╊㠽ᆮ⭕
هᇬ䮭ቃ䂧Ⲻ⮡䶘，㉗Ⲻ䀶䃽䯉ᡇهᐨਥҼ䀙ԌⲺهᜩ⌋。߃㘻，ᇬ䮭هӜ䙅䵨уᜩᆆྩ
䐕䳞Ԍ↛ⲺهՆ，ᡆ⛰䗨≇。ׁྸ൞㌶䤺⡽ѣ，ެѣжᇬ䮭Ӝᨆφɇу㾷䐕ᡇهж⁙，つ
⭦ᱥᖾ䗑㤜Ⲻ。֖䂨ླླ䆶ᴮ，ॽрཝᆮ㒲㓂ᆮᾣ，֖Ⲻ⭕⍱ᴹླ䚄жӑ，∊ᡇهᴪླ。
Ɉ㙂㜳ᗔ儎㘹䙨ޛཝᆮⲺᆮ⭕Ӱᮮਠᴿξρα。ഖ↚，Ʌ儎пɆਃ᱖ޝ൦ᆮ⭕ᇬ䮭ቃ儎㘹Ⲻ
䠃㿌。

Ʌ儎пɆ⦨ѣു儊Ⲻ㍃
ѣു᭵ᓒሟḛുޝཝ儊，⾷↘䃽䄌亂ᶆᮅ䋽䁀，ഖ↚⸛䆎䋽䁀䜳ѱ㾷ּ㠠᭵ᓒ。ࠗᱥ
亂ᶆᮅⲺѣു㌶䤺⡽䜳ᴹ㻡⾷。Ʌ儎пɆᴿ᯲࡛䁧ཐѣുɇ൦сɈ㌶䤺⡽，䶔ᝅ䂋᭵
ᓒ，㿶唔䔹ѣ，ഖ↚⦨᭵ᓒ᭴。Ʌ儎пɆ䳼ѣਃ᱖ുޝᮏ㛨ᓜ、ᆮ⭕ᆮ㘈ខᓜᇬ
䮭ቃ㘷ᑡⲺខᓜ，⛰ു≇ኋ⨴уੂ䀈ᓜ㿶唔，㒲㙂䇉㿶ቃ䛙ӑ亂ᶆ֒ਃᙓ，㙂ъࣖቃ㌶䤺
⡽Ⲻ䃃䆎㠾䏙，䙨ുޝ㌶䤺⡽Ⲻ᧞ᔙ。
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